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Consider these facts: An academic law library with a print collection of 350,000 volumes; educational contracts that give all students, staff, and faculty access to virtually all of the Westlaw and LEXIS-NEXIS databases 24/7; and a new law school building being planned for 2003.

Consider these questions: How big does that new law school’s law library have to be? Isn’t everything in electronic form? We don’t still need books, do we?

Findings: Only thirteen percent of my law library’s collection (similar to Social Law’s) is available online (seven percent if you exclude duplicates); the number of law books printed continues to increase; and some legal materials are easier and better to access and use in print.

Conclusion: Fifty percent of the space in the new law school building will be set aside as library space. Yes, we still need law books.

What does this have to do with you, a practicing attorney? EVERYTHING! Your ability to locate unusual legal material, older treaties, and other monographic works as well as your ability to find that current government report or agency interpretation that was on the Web last week are all at issue. In other words, the quality of your research for clients and the time you spend on research projects can be affected by the “books versus bytes” controversy.

In these hierarchically-arranged legal materials, what comes before and after the specific part to which you may have been led is usually relevant and important. There is a relationship between a small part and the whole. A quick review of the whole will give context and a framework for understanding the specific part. Treatises, legal encyclopedia, ALR annotations, looseleaf services, law review articles, statutes, and codes all have a relational structure that may well be better suited to print products. So, think twice before you decide that electronic versions of these tools will be the exclusive choice in your office.

Not only do statutes have a hierarchical arrangement, they are also hard to search online. Each section is a separate document containing relatively few words. These short documents are often written in general or even arcane language. Electronic legal information started with court opinions online. The databases are large and each document contains many words. Most attorneys learned search techniques by using case databases.
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What does this have to do with you, a practicing attorney? EVERYTHING! Your ability to locate unusual legal material, older treatises, and other monographic works as well as your ability to find that current government report or agency interpretation that was on the Web last week are all at issue. In other words, the quality of your research for clients and the time you spend on research projects can be affected by the "books versus bytes" controversy.

First, let's set the record straight. Not everything you need for a legal research project is located online. Every project is different, requiring access to perhaps very different materials. But even those materials which you think are duplicated online are not really a complete replica of the print version. For example, is the table of contents or the index to Massachusetts Practice online? Are the charts and other graphics commonly found in the Federal Register and Code of Federal Regulations online? Some online databases are not complete nor comprehensive, so you get access to only a limited range of court opinions, session laws, regulations, administrative decisions, law review articles, and the like.

Perhaps more importantly, are there some tools that, because of their arrangement or organization, are more efficient to use in print than online? If so, would you still want to keep these in print even if they are duplicated online? The answer is a resounding YES! Statutes and other hierarchically arranged legal tools are efficient and effective resources in print.

Reading only § 10 of a sixty-section statute well be better suited to print products. So, think twice before you decide that electronic versions of these tools will be the exclusive choice in your office.

Not only do statutes have a hierarchical arrangement, they are also hard to search online. Each section is a separate document containing relatively few words. These short documents are often written in general or even arcane language. Electronic legal information started with court opinions online. The databases are large and each document contains many words. Most attorneys learned search techniques by using case databases.

Search rules that are effective in large case law databases are often completely ineffective in statutory sources online. If you have a citation for a statute, locating it online can be a breeze. If you
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mm search statutes by subject, the print tools are efficient and have effective updating through pocket parts and session law updates. As Professor George Grossman, Director of the Law Library at the University of California at Davis, said: "If legal information were available only in electronic form, someone would invent the book." "

Now that we have been reminded that not all legal information is online and we also acknowledge that some legal materials can be most effectively used in print, what are the other effects of electronic only access to legal information?

Once you discard your print, will you always be able to access appropriate and reasonably priced legal databases? Will the material you want be available online? For example, in the early 1990s, Matthew Bender removed all its treatises from the major online databases. If you had been relying on Westlaw or LEXIS-NEXIS for these information sources, you had to find an alternative. Currently, BNA may take all its looseleaf and daily current awareness services off LEXIS-NEXIS and Westlaw academic contracts.

If you rely on an Internet site for session laws and up-to-the-minute bill tracking services, how many years will the site host the historical information? In Washington State, the legislative information is left on the Web for only four years before it is removed from the site! Thus, gathering the documents that comprise a legislative history, easy to do on the Web site, must be accomplished by using inadequate and hard-to-locate print tools. Who will archive and refresh online material, particularly that which is not commercially viable to preserve?

Are you an effective searcher online? Electronic research requires the legal researcher to be the indexer. Full text searching that is the applies to cases of many different fact patterns. These researchers will be unable to reason by analogy, because analogies have to be known in order to search for them in databases. Finding legal rules and concepts is difficult using electronic legal research tools; matching cases of similar facts is easy. "The computer format itself may exacerbate the CALR researcher's tendency to remain at the factual-level analysis of retrieved cases."

Before you decide that I am a Luddite and should be buried alive for saying these heretical things, let me assure you that I love electronic legal information. We can ask questions we could never ask before! We can save time and money. Information that was never printed in any form is now available for the price of a URL. Cases decided today can be read by anyone with access to the Internet. Hypertext linking allows me to link immediately to a cited statute or treatise or law review article. Case verification systems are extremely current and reliable.

Electronic information frees us from the strictures of the oldprint-only world. But let's not throw the baby out with the bath water. Some of the traditional print tools in law are very sophisticated. At this point in time, some electronic products are just not as good as the print version.

We live in an exciting yet challenging world. Keeping up with the changes in legal research tools—print and electronic—is a full-time job for most law librarians. Constant evaluation of the source of information, its authenticity, accuracy, reliability, and currency keeps law librarians busy and anxious to share this expertise. Don't hesitate to ask the experts! Librarians can help you make the hard decisions about discarding print tools, help identify electronic resources that are stable and comprehensive, give you advice about how to approach a research problem, write or find a research guide on the Internet, or refer you to print and electronic tools that can help you give the best possible advice to your client.
ability to look at every word in every document online) is very powerful. But success is limited by the knowledge of the researcher and the search query entered. Retrieved documents may not be relevant to your inquiry. Or your search may miss the best cases completely! Is close good enough?

Are you willing to compromise the quality of your legal representation by limiting the format of legal information to electronic media only?

For many law students and recent law school graduates, if it is not online, it does not exist. This phenomenon, combined with the false confidence many legal researchers feel with electronic search capability, can lead to wasted time, poor research, and inadequate representation of a client.

Speaking of wasted time, second- and third-year law students in my Advanced Legal Research class were willing to spend several more hours working on a research project electronically so they could stay home, even though they knew they could have saved time on the project by using print tools that were in the law library! Will convenience trump efficiency or quality?

Most sleeping, I think, is the trend toward "factual" legal research, that is, research based on facts, but not based on the rule of law or legal concepts. In a thought-provoking article published in 1996, Professor Barbara Bintliff of the University of Colorado and Director of the Law Library, posits that computers have made it easy to think like a lawyer. Legal concepts are hard to locate with word searches and fact words are easy. Therefore, lawyers who research using electronic databases look for factually similar cases and limit their research to those cases, even if the rule of law is best explained and understood in cases with different facts.

Fact-first researchers will miss the rule that And don't forget the library itself. Libraries like Social Law have rich historical collections as well as access to current legal information in all forms. Most law firms cannot have everything they need to perform every legal research task that presents itself. The expertise of the library staff and the collections it has gathered over the years become an invaluable resource, especially in this age of information overload.
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